
A dedicated interface, 

a secure server, easy and 

fa�  use of online tracking

Device rental with 

a short commitment 

period (1 month minimum)

Personalised access for 

each user

Alerts users before the 

arrival of the package

Waterproof IP65 enclosure 

& Energy-effi  cient ba� er

TRACEABILITY AND 

GEOLOCATION SOLUTION

BY

Real-time Temperature 

and Geolocation

Possible alert

if the temperature 

exceeds a set level*

* Option not suitable for organ tran� ort



Geolocation accuracy 

 The late�  GPS technologies used in our 

geo-tagged temperature trackers go far 

beyond traditional point-to-point tracking 

solutions with an accuracy of less than 20m 

in open areas.

Temperature accuracy 

 By wire probe with the possibility of 

COFRAC certifi cation.

Sending data in real time

 Transmission of data or alerts by e-mail 

to pre-programmed recipients or senders.

Management of entrance and exit 

limits (geofencing)

 Alerts users before the arrival of the pac-

kage programmable to the neare�  kilometre.

 Record of journeys, making it possible 

to know precisely when the tran� ort of the 

goods has been � lit over � ages.

No need for an app (web service)

 Dedicated interface, several alerts avai-

lable, such as: temperature thresholds 

exceeded, remaining ba� ery life, entries 

and/or exits of geofencing area.

Personalised access for each user with 

user rights management..

Ergonomics of the interface

 Summary dashboard of alerts that can be 

sent by email to one or more recipients.

 Cu� omisable dashboard with mapping.

 Data di� lay by widget (temperature, 

ba� ery level, alerts...).

 Se� ing the information transmission fre-

quency (5 min / 15 min / 30 min).

kage programmable to the neare�  kilometre.

 Record of journeys, making it possible 

to know precisely when the tran� ort of the 
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For any reque� s, 

please conta�  us: 

info@e3cortex.fr

01.60.26.91.97
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